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Certainty at The Speed of Light



To ensure correct function and safety, please read and follow all instructions carefully before using the product:
 1. Turn off power supply before installation or before doing any maintenance work.
2. Do not install any luminaire near the heat source.
3. IP grade please refer to product label, only IP54 can be used in damp locations.
4. Do not exceed the nominal supply voltage or amperage ratings.
5. Dimmable version could be compatible with a wide range of recommended TRIAC dimmers.
 6. All wiring and installation of the light fitting must adhere to local and national wiring rules.
 7. Take care not to pull any electrical wires during unpacking as this may damage the connection.
 8. Lay out all the components on a smooth surface and make sure there are no components missing before assembling.
9. To avoid injury or damage to the fitting, please ensure that power leads and screws are secure before

connecting the power.
10. Please keep instructions for future reference.

1.Switch off before installation.
2.Switch on only after complete installation and examination of the circuit.
3.Professional electrician for installation and maintenance only.

WARNING

Turn Off power supply before starting any installation. Read instructions & check you have all the tools & accessories 
to complete the installation correctly.

For non replaceable light sources:
The light source of this luminaire is not replaceable;when the light source reaches its end of life the whole luminaire 
shall be replaced.

Open a hole with size 65mm~205mm

Adjust snap to a proper cutout size;
Choose preferred CCT or power by slide switch. (Ignore 
this step if without the function)

Connect wires with L,N, and do insulation treatment.

Rotate the bracket clockwise until it fix tightly with 
lamp groove.

10W WW(3000K)
13W CW(4000K)
16W  DL(5700K)

Hold back the spring clip then push the downlight into the hole.

Step 5

Connect wires with L,N, and do insulation treatment. Aim the groove at the installation bracket, rotate the lamp 

Step 4

Take out the lamp and accessory pack from box.

Choose preferred CCT or power by slide switch. (Ignore this 
step if without the function)

Slide the spring to the edge and remove them.

10W WW
13W CW
16W  DL

Important Safety Instructions

Installation Procedure

Surface Mounted Installation

Recessed into Ceiling
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